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Preface
Welcome to SourceCon’s guide to the wonderful world of
Chrome extensions. This is our 19th installment in what will be
an ongoing series of short books on Chrome extensions. Each
month, this digital book will introduce you to eight Chrome extensions.

Each extension will be broken down by title, where to find it
and of course, how to use it. Each extension (the good, the bad
and even the ugly) will be dissected and closely examined. A
ranking system will be added to each extension with five
thumbs-up noting the highest rating, and zero for the extensions to avoid. Ease of use, ease of installment, provided results, and placement is all factored into the rating system. Keep
in mind new extensions are added almost every day, and old
ones are expiring just as quickly. At the time of publication,
each extension in this book is alive, doing well and helping us to
better source candidates.
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About Chrome and Chrome Extensions
Google Chrome is a web browser developed by Google. It is fast, simple and very secure to
use. There are three different versions of Chrome.

Chrome – For everyday users

Canary – Designed for developers
Chromium – Open source version

This e-book will focus on extensions and applications specially designed for Chrome. Google
Chrome is ideal for its ability to sync its settings, bookmarks, extensions, and add-ons. With
Chrome, you can log into it on any computer and within minutes have all your extensions, add
-ons, bookmarks, passwords, etc. right there ready to go.

Installing Chrome is easy and simple. Just click install and follow the directions for any other
program. Once installed go to the about tab in settings and make sure you have all the updates and then enjoy.

Chrome extensions are mini-programs that can add the capability to your usage within the
web browser. You can find many of these extensions within the Chrome Store, which is located at the bottom of the extensions tab in your Chrome settings.

Settings can be found by clicking on the three lines in the upper right corner of your browser.
Once you are in your settings, you will also see the option to check a box called “Developer
Mode.” Check this box as this will give you the option to update your extensions manually.
Not all extensions automatically update, so having this option is huge.
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Chrome Web Store Launcher
If you are going to begin your venture into the “Wonderful World of Chrome Extensions,” you have to start with the Chrome Web Store Launcher. Once installed it will
place a clickable picture on your ribbon allowing you to open and search the store without wasting the time of going through the setting.

The picture below shows the ribbon, the web store picture and what it looks like when
you open it. With this extension downloaded, its time to download more extensions for
efficient sourcing.
The Good: One stop shopping for Chrome Extensions and Applications.
The Bad: There isn’t an effective way to organize them from newest to oldest.

The Ugly: Search is not accurate or reliable.
Final Verdict:
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Miscellaneous
Aggregator

Snovio Email Verifier
Snovio Email Verifier is an excellent simple tool from the people that brought you Snovio
the people aggregators. Snovio is an easy to use email addresses search tool with an inbuilt email verifier, email drip campaigns and a lot of free tools. With Snovio for
Chrome, you can find your prospective leads’ emails, put them into mailing lists to get
replies and nurture leads automatically. Find email addresses from LinkedIn profiles or
websites. Validate email addresses with email verifier and message with Email Sender.
Some of the things that you can do with this extension is verified emails, find emails, put
emails into mailing lists, Boolean string generator and much, much more.

The Good: Simple and nifty extension that can make it easy to know about
changes.
The Bad: It would be nice if it worked on other social sites, as it appears to
work best on LinkedIn. That said, if there is an email, it finds it.
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Speed Dial
Speed Dial is an extension that allows you to create a good tab apogee where you can
store links to all sort of high priority pages. It boasts a search capability, high use listing,
and various UI related skills including; the number of dials, 2D or 3D, images for each dial, and the ability to save your Speed Dial, and bookmarks, so they are available on any
machine.

The Good: It allows for quick and easy access to your most needed, and used
sites. It has added capability if you use the paid version.
The Bad: Requires another program in order to store your bookmarks and dials for use on other sites.
The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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Web Scraper
Web Scraper is a Chrome browser extension built for data extraction from web pages.
Using this extension, you can create a plan (sitemap) how a website should be traversed and what should be extracted. Using these sitemaps, the Web Scraper will navigate the site accordingly and retrieve all data. Scraped data later can be exported as
CSV. To engage this tool, push F12 for windows machines and open up the developer
tools area. Once there, you can start identifying the data you want and so forth. In the
example below, you see where the Web Scraper will sit when you push F12.

The Good: This is a very good scrapper that allows you to scrape multiple
pages, export the scrape and more.
The Bad: Not as easy to get at or use, requires to many clocks to get to.
The Ugly: You need to understand some code to really use it right.

Final Verdict:
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GitHub Search Tool
GitHub Search Tool is a simple and easy to use an extension that allows you quick and fast access to search GitHub form anyplace. Just click the icon in the ribbon, type what or who you
want to search, push enter and there you go. In the example below, I searched for the OSINT
tool Mozenda and got the results below. To us, it, click the icon or press CTRL(CMD)+SHIFT+F
to show the search bar. Type in the search phrase and press ENTER. Results will display in the
current tab.

The Good: Simple and easy to use just click, type and enter.
The Bad: It only searches repositories, so searching by a name is not going to
work, however searching a programming language does.
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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Lead Connect for LinkedIn
Lead Connector for LinkedIn is a LinkedIn productivity tool that can help you send invites,
auto connect, schedule follow-ups, and in some ways, turns LI into a CRM. Keep in mind, it
is working with LinkedIn and needs permissions to access LinkedIn. In the example below,
you see the dashboard and can see on the left side the capabilities to include prospecting,
templates, blacklist and more. It’s a Better way to use LinkedIn, with smart messaging cadence, Unlimited Hubspot & Email Finder Integrations .

The Good: This is a LinkedIn based tool, and can only be used with LinkedIn.
That said, it does have some great uses, but of course, it is LinkedIn so be careful. It has free and paid versions.
The Bad: It would be great if it worked on other sites.
The Ugly: Requires access to LinkedIn.
Final Verdict:
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Miscellaneous
1-Click Webpage Screenshot
1-Click Webpage Screenshot is a simple tool that can scrape or take screenshots of any
page. This extension can capture 100% of both the vertical and horizontal content appearing on any webpage on the Internet. It is easy to save the captured file onto your computer
or print it / or share it to any social network. When you are on a page you want to scrape
or take a screenshot of, you simply click the icon in the ribbon and you will get a number
choices. These choices include; visible screenshot, entire page, capture a specific region,
webcam capture, desktop capture, paste form clipboard, and edit content. This till is 100%
free and was update July 2018.

The Good: Simple, easy and has a plethora of options.
The Bad: Does not work in every place ,but about 98% of the places.
The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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GitHub Hovercard
GitHub Hovercard provides neat hovercards for GitHub. It brings you instant access to user/repo/issue/commit information from anywhere on GitHub. GitHub Hovercard is a great,
simple extension that proceeds you real-time added information on a GitHub user form anyplace on GitHub. Information like followers, following, actual code, reports, location,
name, username, and much more. In the example below, you see what the Hovercard says
about a GitHub user.

The Good: This is a nice time saving tool that makes it easier to pick the profiles
you want to view without going through each one.
The Bad: It only work within GitHub. It would be great if it worked on a free
Google search where a GitHub profile comes up.

The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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EverSync
EverSync is the partner tool to the aforementioned Speed Dial and allows for you to sync
up your bookmarks, dials, and more. It provides for secure access, backup, and management of markers and dials. It has both paid and free options. It has auto syncing, backup,
and works like a charm. In the example below, you see where you go to back up your
bookmarks or dials.

The Good: It works as advertised, and allows for easy portability of bookmarks and dials. The auto syncing is exceptional.
The Bad: N/A
The Ugly: N/A

Final Verdict:
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